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Trusted by government to deliver secure identity solutions

Introduction
Australia Post is pleased to make this submission to the Victorian Parliament’s Electoral Matters
Committee on Electronic Voting.
As a government owned entity providing essential community services, Australia Post is trusted by
citizens to work on behalf of governments across Australia. We support the Victorian Electoral
Commission (VEC), the Australian Electoral Commission (AEC) and the various state and territory based
electoral bodies in their role as custodians of the electoral process and aid their efforts in driving voter
enrolment and participation in the electoral process. As society continues its transformation into a true
digital economy we believe that Australia Post has an important role to play in continuing to help
electoral bodies in the execution of their responsibilities.
Australia Post has consistently evolved with society as new technologies have been embraced by the
public. It is our view that voting will evolve to incorporate remote and local electronic submissions. With
a successful history of supporting the conduct of Federal, State and Local elections through postal
voting we have considered how our role might evolve in this space, leveraging our existing services and
our new digital and identity capabilities in such a way that no citizen is excluded from voting.

The digital voting challenge
Demand for digitisation
Since the digitisation era arrived in the 1980s there have been wholesale changes to the way we live
and work. Across the globe, the tools by which communities and individuals engage, transact and
communicate are constantly being altered by new technology, introduced at an ever accelerating pace.
Voting is a logical domain where digital technologies can and should be applied. Digital voting would
offer convenience, rapid counts, efficiency, reduced costs and transparency. Despite this, there has
been no wide-spread, consistently successful adoption of digital voting by governments around the
world.

Electronic voting solutions
There have been some attempts to introduce electronic voting. In 2005 Estonia declared to the world
that digital voting was a success and subsequently used it during their 2007 parliamentary elections.
However in 2014 a team of international security experts highlighted that the system used was flawed
and open to corruption1.
In the 2007 Australian federal elections electronic voting was trialled for overseas Australian Defence
Force, overseas Australian Federal Police, and Australians living in the Antarctic, as well as for the vision
impaired. The trial operated at a high cost per vote and was not repeated.
Since that time a number of electronic voting solutions have been examined by Australia, including “Pret
a Voter” being developed out of Universities in the UK and Luxembourg and the various systems in the
USA (the USA has broad adoption of voting technology however it has highly fragmented accountability
for election arrangements and no single solution prevails).
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Australian context
Complexity in Australian voting approaches and the use of differing types of preferential voting as well
as variations in the proportional representation approach, makes it difficult to apply overseas solutions
in an Australian context.
For Australia Post to successfully digitise Victorian elections we will need to solve security concerns, the
associated technology costs and we need to accommodate the complex and cherished Australian
democratic approaches. We will also need to incorporate solutions for absentee and postal voting.
For VEC specifically we will need a solution for real time capture, verification and audit of up to 4 million
uniquely allocated votes across 17 parties and almost 900 candidates. Any digital voting solution will
need immunisation against data intrusion and corruption. Its role will extend to protect the integrity of
the democratic voting process by providing a solution that can stand up to the scrutiny of the public,
the legislative, regulatory, and political experts and the press. It will also need to prove impartiality by
ensuring equal prominence is given to all candidates when displayed on a variety of digital devices.
The challenges are significant and it will take an organisation with Australia Post’s unique capabilities,
experience and community connection, working with organisations such as VEC, to solve them.
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Why the time is right
Community expectations
Demand for digital solutions in most industries is very high, however previous exploration of electronic
voting within Australia has not led to its mainstream adoption. The AEC report into electronic voting
(last updated in 2010), highlights internet voting as being a radical approach that would be
unacceptable in the Australian electoral environment, and further states that there is no evidence that
stakeholders or the public would support this approach. It is Australia Post’s belief that trust levels in
digital solution have since grown in the public domain - consumer behaviours point to an electorate far
more likely to accept the convenience and experience of digital voting than when the report was first
published.
In short, the community expectations on service delivery have evolved. Demand for real time responses,
immediate availability of outcomes and convenient, highly usable digital solutions are not requested
but are anticipated. Absence of these leads to frustration and disengagement in the community. We
believe that solving for the community of today is a key driver for digital voting.

Lifting engagement
Our initial investigations into voting have highlighted that engagement levels in the democratic process
may be low. While mandated Australian elections secure high voter contribution, un-mandated elections
(for example community or civic) can operate at as low as a 20% turnout. Overseas, high profile general
elections (not mandated) typically report between 40% and 60% turnout. This may indicate increasing
apathy towards voting, particularly within the Gen Y and millennial demographics where engagement
levels appear to be lower, as suggested by the recent Brexit referendum in the United Kingdom 2. We
believe that this points to the need to improve the voting experience in line with the demands of a
digitally aware community and digitally enable a generation of more democratically engaged citizens.
Opinion pieces from media commentators vary in their support for and against digital voting solutions.
This can be paralleled with the introduction of internet banking in the mid-90s. Initial fears around
security, usability and accessibility dominated the media, 20 years later internet banking has become
the standard way for the majority of the world to transact. The acceptance and trust of digital payment
solutions has led to its mainstream use, with card-less withdrawals, mobile based payment services and
even crypto-currencies rapidly gaining adoption. Voting is likely to follow a similar, if accelerated, path.

New technology opportunities
In combination with the consumer demand for digital solutions and services, recent technology shifts
are creating opportunities to explore new ways to deliver secure, scalable and reliable digital solutions
aligned to the digital voting challenge. Specifically the emergence of crypto currencies on the
technology known as blockchain have highlighted opportunities to repurpose that technology to
capture various digital transactions in immutable, distributed and secure ways. In many ways voting is
an ideal use case for blockchain technology application beyond crypto currency.
With demand for digitisation high and technology shifts opening up new approaches we believe that
now is the time to solve the digital voting challenge.
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The building blocks
Stakeholder management
The development of digital voting solutions will need to consider three different stakeholders: the
voters, the candidates and the organisation running the election. All three groups will need to be on the
same journey as digital voting becomes a reality. This will require investing in collaboration with, and
the education of, those groups. This is a challenge that needs to be undertaken by an organisation with
the experience of working closely with government, and with providing digital solutions that connect the
population to government services and one with sufficient scale to support large scale voting
operations.
It is important that these stakeholders support the roll out of digital voting. For the solution to be
accepted by the population, the unique perspectives and interests of these stakeholder groups will be
addressed by Australia Post.

Customer research
Australia Post has conducted a large quantity of research ranging from in-house surveys and focus
groups to working with a variety of professional consumer research groups to do more extensive and indepth research. Our most recent research initiative was focused on understanding how individuals and
small businesses experience identity in their day-to-day activities.
Electronic voting rated very highly with these consumers as one of the most desirable concepts tested –
it addressed their desire for a convenient and secure solution to one of today's 'pain points'. It was
acknowledged by many of the consumers that it could revolutionise the calling of election results – a
desire very recently cited as having bi-partisan support from the Prime Minister and Leader of the
Opposition.
“Voting day is the biggest pain, having to do it every year, why do we have to
queue in line for 3 hours?” Adrian, Musician
“A voting App. This is very exciting. It would get people voting who can’t and have
to pay the fine” Mary, Older Generation

Identity management
A critical component of any digital voting solution, particularly a remote solution, is the need to ensure
the identity of the individuals voting, without the face-to-face confirmation undertaken within polling
stations. The organisations approaching this problem will need to be well versed in identity solutions
and identity provision. There is a natural alignment between the voting challenge and the identity
challenge and our work in both spaces will position Australia Post favourably.
Australia Post has already mobilised against the identity challenge and is active in this space. We are
pursuing an open digital identity ecosystem for Australia that puts individuals in control of their identity
and personal information. This focus of this ecosystem is on removing friction from digital and physical
interactions; increasing trust and confidence of all parties; and unlocking considerable economic value
for Australia. The ecosystem will provide identity verification in both government and non-government
sectors.
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We are leveraging our digital design and development capabilities to build into this platform the
following functions:


Digital verification of individuals against issued identities, other data sources and ultimately
behavioural or trust related data (for example leveraging identity document and biometric
verification technologies)



Provision of an authentication credential, enabling individuals to seamlessly authenticate
themselves to organisations



Secure storage of an individual’s identity attributes and level of verification for reuse



Publication of a suite of APIs that allows participants to interact with the platform.

These functions form the underlying platform for a digital voting solution by giving Australia Post the
ability to:


Verify voter identities against voting eligibilities, checking these against the electoral role



Securely transmit information and provide protection against unauthorised access and
confidentiality breaches



Implement tamper-proof protection against cybersecurity risks, fraud and misuse.

The combination of the electronic voting application and our underlying frictionless identity verification
platform will enable a seamless e-voting experience and contribute to lifting overall voter engagement
and turnout.

Digital expertise & innovation
Experience with digitising existing services, through careful understanding of end user needs, effective
technology delivery, and adaptive approaches that enable the evolution of those solutions based on
stakeholder feedback will be required. Delivering an effective voting solution will require a scaled
learning and adaptive approach, undertaken within the spirit of innovation. Digital voting is a new
domain that has not yet been solved for.

Blockchain technology
Australia Post is developing the use of blockchain as the core technology underpinning this solution.
Blockchain is a technology innovation which records transactions on a highly available and
decentralised database. A successful blockchain solution would allow for location agnostic participation
(vote anywhere), would be tamper proof and would enable real time audit of results.
We envisage a vote being an electronic transaction whereby a number of voting “credits” can be
“spent” by the voter to attribute preferences. Permission to vote would be secured through the use of
secure digital access keys sent securely to each voter. A ballot would be cryptographically represented
within the blockchain, with each vote linked to the voter through their preference choice stored within
the blockchain in a way that anonymises and protects that information from being publically
accessible. Once the election closes the system would simply compile the results from the database.
The votes will be verifiable by candidates and voters, while preserving the secrecy of the ballot through
a combination of key encryption and digital signatures implemented within the voting solution.
While there are some areas for ongoing investigation in relation to this new technology operating at
scale, blockchain is an emerging area of development within Australia Post, with active research and
development activity currently underway.
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Legislative & regulatory change experience
Voting is a governed activity, with multiple checks and balances in place to protect the veracity of the
outcome. The Commonwealth Electoral Act is very specific about how a vote is cast at an election and
describes a process not applicable in a digital context (for example having to cast a vote at a physical
polling centre, complete a ballot paper and the need to accommodate declaration votes by post). While
these are replaceable in a digital context they are not described in the Act.
Any organisation undertaking the digitisation of this space will require experience and understanding of
the importance in those governing rules and principals, and the ability to work with those governing
stakeholders in adapting either the solution, or the legislation, to a digital outcome.
Our approach would focus on proving the underlying technology and how it solves the digital voting
challenge. This will inform the changes required and lead to a more robust and aligned legal framework
in support of digital voting.

Security & trust
In digitising voting, security and trust are paramount because the consequences of an insecure voting
solution are large. The voting solution needs to ensure traceability, prevent result manipulation, ensure
authentication protocols cannot be broken, it must not violate anonymity, and it must not be vulnerable
to denial of service attacks. Furthermore the organisation operating the systems must have in place
high quality intrusion detection protocols.
Australia Post has a large investment in security operation, and as one of Australia’s most trusted
brands this is the highest priority area for our organisation. We have access to a broad range of
expertise, both inside and outside the organisation to leverage against the voting challenge.
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Roadmap
We understand change
At Australia Post we recognise the complexity required within a digital voting solution. Any technology
solution must be scalable, resilient and secure. Voters must be uniquely identifiable. Votes, once cast,
must be fixed and immutable. It must be possible to verify the vote and the vote count without
compromising the privacy of the vote itself (the solution must be able to prove that an individual voted
once and once only, without exposing the vote itself). It must be flexible enough to cater for the
complexities for the different types of voting.

The work is underway
To provide a complete solution for e-voting, we will build an independent e-voting application that links
to our identity platform and provides the following functions:


Anonymised votes to ensure identities cannot be matched to voting preference



Ensures one vote per identity and monitors against misuse



Incorporates robust compliance and audit engines and processes to ensure government and
public trust in the system.

While many organisations are currently looking at digital voting solutions and the applicability of
blockchain to them, Australia Post is uniquely positioned to solve this challenge and so in approaching
this we intend to move in a way that allows Australia Post, voters, candidates and organisations to
collaborate, scale and learn in a way that allows us to discover the right approaches and solutions
within this new service.

We have a roadmap
We have mobilised against this challenge. Our roadmap is as follows:


To prove the solution and begin the learning journey, we will create small, localised solutions for
corporate, civic and community organisations. This will enable us to gain insights into the
behaviours of voters and the early demands of a digital solution



Our roadmap will continue from there into the more complex challenges of voting at a
parliamentary scale, within regulatory and legal constraints



Our initial offerings will target institutions such as Universities. Universities are self-contained
eco systems of broad voter activity in clubs, unions and board level voting. The voter community
within a University will have a higher level of digital awareness than other demographics and as
such is likely to engage more readily, providing rapid learning opportunities and proof points for
the solution



By showcasing the proof points Australia Post will be in a position to influence broader adoption
and approach regulatory and legal issues with confidence.

Early engagement with stakeholders
By engaging with organisations such as VEC early in this work we will be able to collaborate, inform and
experiment within frameworks that will enable the discovery of digital voting solutions that meet the
demands of all stakeholders. We will find the proof points required to demonstrate that the digitisation
of voting is a practical and reliable reality, and that the continued roll out of digital government services
can be achieved in a way that regulatory and governing bodies can accept.
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Next Steps
Australia Post welcomes an open and collaborative discussion with the VEC on our vision for electronic
voting, our digital capabilities and consumer research we have conducted to date.
We look forward to receiving your feedback in the near future.
Yours sincerely,

Tim Adamson
State Director, Victorian Government & Tasmania
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